The large survival advantage—almost 4 years—for Academy Award–winning actors and actresses over their less successful peers (1) continues to receive attention. We point out that the statistical method used to derive the statistically significant survival difference gave the Oscar winners an unfair advantage. We suggest how readers might recognize and avoid similar biases in other research reports.

Redelmeier and Singh’s report (1) was based on 235 Oscar winners, 527 nominees (nonwinners), and 887 performers who were never nominated (controls). Controls were selected from performers who were the same sex and approximately the same age in years as the nominees and who performed in the movies for which the nominees were nominated. In the primary analysis, survival was measured from performers’ day of birth, but other definitions of “time zero” were also used. In all but 1 of the Kaplan–Meier, log-rank, and Cox proportional hazards analyses reported, each performer was classified as a winner or non-winner from the outset. One reported analysis used winner as a time-dependent covariate to reflect the fact that all started out as nonwinners but that some changed status over time.

In Redelmeier and Singh’s more emphasized comparison, Kaplan–Meier curves showed that life expectancy was 3.9 years longer for winners. The Cox model, with winner as a fixed-in-time covariate, yielded mortality rate reductions ranging from 28% (no adjustment) to 23% (adjustment for 7 other covariates), all with 95% confidence limits more than 0%. The 1 reported set of analyses that treated each performer’s status as dynamic (time-dependent) yielded a mortality rate reduction of 20%; the lower limit of the CI was 0%, that is, the reduction was just significant at the conventional level ($P = 0.05$). Redelmeier and Singh’s abstract and their Figure focused on the 3.9-year life-expectancy advantage and the 28% mortality rate reduction for winners, which were obtained without adjustment and without taking into account that a performer’s status changed with time.

The analyses that classified those who ultimately won as winners from the outset gave them an inbuilt survival advantage by crediting the winner’s life-years before winning toward survival subsequent to winning. These “immortal” years (2, 3) were a requirement for membership in the winners’ group: Winners had to survive long enough to win—more than 79 years in the 2 most extreme cases (Figure). Performers who did not win had no minimum survival requirement, and some died before some winners had won, that is, before some “longevity contests” could begin. For example, 145 nonwinners had already died by age 65 years, that is, before 15 of the winners had won. These unfair pairings (for example, Richard Burton vs. George Burns) were implicitly included in the overall longevity contest between the 2 groups and contributed to the apparent survival advantage of the winners, even if winning brought no survival benefit.

To estimate the longevity benefits of winning an Oscar, the comparison should begin at the time that each performer first wins, and the “remaining longevity” contest should only include those alive at the same age as the winner was when he or she won. A winner may legitimately be included in comparisons (risk sets) before winning, but only as a nonwinner.

An analysis in which the status of a performer who won is treated as a winner throughout, even in risk sets before winning, produces an “immortal time” bias. As we illustrate in the Figure, a longevity that is measured from a time zero that precedes the performer’s Oscar win (for example, an individualized one, such as the day each per-
former’s first film was released, or a common one, such as each performer’s initial or 50th birthday, as used in Redelmeier and Singh’s analysis [1]) will necessarily contain some immortal time. No immortality guarantee exists for those who do not win. In a similar manner, the matching process, involving a performer who played opposite a nominee, ensured that a control was alive when a person who ultimately won was nominated but not necessarily when that winner won (the comparison of 235 winners vs. 527 other nominees did not involve a matching process).

The authors reported 1 analysis in which each performer’s status was updated in each risk set. In the Table, we compare the results from the types of analyses they used (original) with our reanalyses (new). Our methods are described more fully in the Appendix, available at www.annals.org. All of our analyses treat each performer’s status as dynamic. The database on which our analyses are based is available at www.annals.org. In our reanalyses, which take the immortal time as well as the covariates sex and year of birth into account, the point estimate of the actuarial advantage is approximately 1 year and is not statistically significantly different from 0 (the 95% CI is compatible with 0). The estimated percentage mortality rate reduction is also correspondingly smaller.

We directly estimated the magnitude of the immortal time bias (Appendix, available at www.annals.org). In our comparison of winners versus nominees, we estimated that not accounting for immortal time produced an artifactual longevity advantage of 0.8 year and a mortality rate ratio of 0.94. In the comparison of winners versus controls, not accounting for the immortal time—now more substantial—between the year of a winning performer’s first film and the year he or she first won produced an artificial longevity advantage of 1.7 years and a mortality rate ratio of 0.87.

In 1843, William Farr (5) described the statistical artifact created by classifying persons by their status at the end of follow-up and analyzing them as if they had been in these categories from the outset. He used as examples the greater longevity of persons who reached higher ranks within their professions (bishops vs. curates, judges vs. barristers, and generals vs. lieutenants). Despite textbook warnings (2, 6, 7), analyses overlooking this subtle bias are still common today.

In some longevity comparisons (1, 4, 8), the consequences of an incorrect conclusion are minor. In the evaluation of the time-extension benefits of therapy (3, 9, 10), the consequences are more serious. Therefore, how do we

Figure. Lexis diagram showing life course for 9 selected performers (all nominated), along with their status at the time of the 8 risk sets (1 at each death).

A Lexis diagram (4) represents each performer’s time course as a diagonal line, with advancing age on the vertical axis and advancing calendar time on the horizontal axis. Winners, by virtue of their having lived long enough to win, were, in hindsight, “immortal” in the years that preceded their win. Circles and squares at the left of the figure indicate ages at which winners won and ages at death of those who died without winning.
detect potential immortal time bias? We suggest that when reports compare 2 “groups,” such as winners versus nominees, one should carefully examine when and how persons enter a group. Does being in or moving to a group have a time-related requirement? Is the classification based on the status at time zero or later? If later, is this accounted for? Is the term status, which implies potential change, more appropriate than the term group, which implies, as in a clinical trial, that group membership is fixed from the outset? Is it sufficient to classify a person just once, or do we need to reclassify the “person-moments,” that is, the person at different times? Showing timelines, as in the Figure, may help. Of course, readers and commentators should be doubly cautious whenever they encounter statistical results that seem too extreme to be true.
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APPENDIX

Redelmeier and Singh’s report (1), published in May 2001, first compared 235 winners with 887 performers who were never nominated (controls). It also compared them with 527 other nominees (nonwinners).

Except for the last few years of awards, the 1649 performers were identified as winners, nonwinners, or controls “after the fact,” that is, in 2000. However, it is helpful to visualize this study as if it had been carried out in real time, with age- and year-specific risk sets built up over time. Seen from this vantage, the 3 groups continued to change membership over time. By the end (the year 2000), there were 1356 nominations, involving 762 unique performers. Of the 762, 235 won at least once, and the remaining 527 did not. Each year, the study would have identified 20 “same sex, nearest in age” performers who played opposite (opposites) the 20 nominees for that year. By the end, this process would generate a total of 1355 opposites. (In 1951, there was no female opposite for Katharine Hepburn). Some opposites had already been nominated or had possibly even won for performances in earlier films. Because performers were classified by their highest achievement, they already would have been upgraded before they were chosen as opposites. Other opposites were nominated for or won in a later film and would have been upgraded and have become part of the 762. The 887 unique opposites who, by the year 2000 or by the time they had died, had never been nominated were termed controls.

By the time we received the data file from Redelmeier and Singh (in November 2002), it had been updated to include another year (2001) of awards and deaths. This increased the number of performers from 1649 to 1670 and the number of deaths from 772 to 789. However, we did not have sufficient information to backdate the information in the received file to what it was at the time of the report.

In the file with 1670 performers, we identified a male performer (ID number 1075) who was born in 1953, died in 1994, and was first nominated in 1995. We also identified a female performer (ID number 1430) who was born 1934 and died in 2001; her first film was produced in 1952, her first nomination was in 1960, and her first win was in 1952. We excluded these 2 performers, leaving a total of 1668, comprising 238 winners (104 deceased), 528 nominees (223 deceased), and 902 controls (461 deceased).

When we performed the same analysis as the authors, on the slightly larger data set of 1668 performers, we obtained crude statistics that were similar to those in the original report. The new differences in outcomes among winners and nonwinners and among winners and controls were just slightly smaller than those of the original outcomes. For example (Table), the crude difference of life expectancy among winners and controls was 3.9 years in the original report; however, in the updated data report, it is 3.7 years. Whereas the reduction in the mortality rate ratio from the time-independent Cox model was 28% in the original report, it is 26% in the updated data report.

We began our reanalyses with the comparison of winners versus nonwinners. In the original report, winners’ life expectancy was 3.6 years longer (99 deaths in 235 persons; \( P = 0.013 \)) than that of nonwinners (221 deaths in 527 persons); the mortality rate reduction, estimated from a proportional hazards model in which status was static, was 25% (95% CI, 5% to 41%). In the updated data set, by the same analyses, we obtained an additional life expectancy of 3.3 years (\( P = 0.024 \)) and a mortality rate reduction of 23% (CI, 3% to 39%).

We reanalyzed the data on these 766 winners and nominees in 2 ways. First, we used a time-dependent Cox proportional hazards model, with age in years as the time axis (that is, risk sets constructed at each age in years at death) and sex and year of birth as covariates. Each performer’s status (already a winner or not) was updated at each successive risk set; those who had not yet been nominated by that age at death were excluded from that risk set. The estimated reduction in mortality rate was 18% (CI, −4% to 35%; \( P = 0.104 \)). We represented status as the number of years since winning, with nonwinners assigned zero years, but again, status was not statistically significant, even when the number of years was represented by just a linear term or by linear and quadratic terms.

Second, following guidance in an article by Efron (11), we treated the 21,546 postnomination performer-years as 21,546 separate observations. Winning status was at the time of the observation, and death in the performer-year was treated as a Bernoulli random variable, with logit link. With sex, age, and calendar year as covariates, the mortality rate reduction was 18% (CI, −4% to 36%; \( P = 0.100 \)).

From the fitted coefficients of this model, we calculated the expected total number of years alive in the period between winning and the end of follow-up (2001) in a hypothetical group of 238 performers of the same age in years, sex, and birth year as the 238 winning performers (Appendix Figure). We did this under 2 scenarios: 1) if the mortality rate in the 238 were the same as in those who did not win and 2) if the mortality rate were reduced by 18%, by the lower limit of −4% and by the upper limit of 36%. To illustrate this, we take the example of the remaining life expectancy, until the year 2001, for a man born in 1921 who won in 1960 at 39 years of age. From the actuarial life table constructed from the fitted regression coefficients, we calculated that his remaining life expectancy would be 33.3 years if winning did not reduce mortality rates; 34.4 years (a gain of 1.1 years) if it reduced them by 18%; 35.6 years (a gain of 2.3 years) if rates were reduced by 36% (95% upper limit); and 33.0 years (a loss of 0.3 year) if rates were increased by 4% (95% lower limit). The 238 winners would have lived an expected total of 5967.6 years if winning did not reduce mortality rates. The total would be 6194.2 years, 6451.3 years, and 5922.9 years if the mortality rate reductions were 18%, 36%, and −4%, respectively. Thus, the point estimate of the average longevity advantage was (6194.2 − 5967.6)/238 = 1.0 years (CI, −0.2 to 2.0 years). In the actual data set, the observed years lived by the 238 winners in
Survival calculated actuarially from the coefficients of a logistic model (with age, sex, year, and status) fitted to the performer-years after each winner’s and each never-nominated performer's first film. Status (already a winner and nonwinner), age, and year were updated yearly. Curves obtained by setting the mortality rate reduction to zero (dashed line), the point estimate of the reduction parameter (solid line), and the upper and lower 95% limits of this (dotted lines) are shown. Calculation for each individual terminated at the year 2001, or age 110 years, whichever came first.

the years between when they won and the year 2001 was 6223 years.

Guided by information provided in an article by Turnbull and colleagues (12), we directly estimated the magnitude of the immortal time bias. We calculated a set of conditional probabilities of a first win from the observed number of years between the first nomination and the first win (some won the same year, others much later, and some never). For example, 20.7% of actresses won the year they were first nominated; 2.6% of those who did not win immediately won the next year. Then, for each performer, regardless of whether he or she won an Oscar, we used these conditional probabilities and the number of postnomination years the performer lived to generate a random (hypothetical) age in years at a performer’s first win. In each simulation, a majority of performers in each data set died before they could win, and those who did win these computer-generated awards (13) were not aware that they had won. Methods that treated group membership as dynamic recovered the null mortality rate ratio. However, across the simulated data sets, not accounting for immortal time produced an artificial longevity advantage of 0.8 year (reduction in mortality rates, 6%) for those who won the randomly generated awards over those who did not survive long enough to win them.

We repeated these analyses with the winners versus controls. The initial report showed an additional life expectancy of 3.9 years and a mortality rate reduction of 28% \((P = 0.003)\) for winners. In the updated data, the additional life expectancy was 3.7 years and the mortality rate reduction was 26% \((P = 0.006)\). When we corrected for the winners’ immortal time and took account of sex and year of birth, the mortality rate reduction was 15% \((CI, -5% to 32%; P = 0.129)\) using a time-dependent Cox model and 15% \((CI, -6% to 32%; P = 0.161)\) in the performer-years analysis. The 15% mortality rate reduction implies an average advantage of 0.7 year \((CI, -0.3 to 1.6 years)\). Our simulations with randomly generated prizes suggested that not accounting for the immortal time—now more substantial—between the year of a winning performer’s first film and the year he or she first won would produce an artificial longevity advantage of 1.7 years and a mortality rate reduction of 13%.

There are several references that are relevant to our analysis. Wagoner and colleagues (14) explain why, when particular workers’ duration of exposure to vinyl chloride was classified according to what it was at the end of follow-up rather than dynamically, workers who had more than 15 years of exposure to vinyl chloride seemed to have lower mortality rates than those with fewer years of exposure. In a book by Breslow and Day (15), the authors revisit the analysis criticized by Wagoner and colleagues (14) and set out the correct way to make mortality-rate comparisons, that is, by using time-dependent cumulative exposure classifications.

In another relevant reference, Mantel and Byar (16) show how to form “Kaplan–Meier-like” life tables in which persons can move from one “exposure” status to another, for example, when patients move from “waiting-for-a-transplant” status to “post-transplant” status. If patients are inappropriately classified only by their final status (received transplant or not), the time they spend on the list waiting for a transplant is incorrectly credited to the transplant. Those patients who lived long enough received a transplant, but (because these were the earliest patients to receive transplants and transplantation techniques were still in their infancy) their post-transplantation survival was no better than that of those who were alive at the time of the transplantation but did not undergo the procedure.

Abel and Kruger (17) asked a question about baseball players similar to the one Redelmeier and Singh asked about performers. Abel and Kruger focused on players who were inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame while they were still alive. In contrast to Redelmeier and Singh’s study, Abel and Kruger’s study “started the clock” at the time a player was inducted and used other players who were alive and who were same age as the inductee for comparison.

In a review article relevant for its discussion of bias, van Walraven and colleagues (18) gave the immortal time bias a slightly different name because they covered a slightly broader spectrum of situations. In their review, they surveyed articles that contained survival analysis and that may have been subject to the same immortal time bias considered in our analysis. They defined a “baseline immeasurable” time-dependent variable as one that could not be measured at baseline and that indicated what happened to patients during observation. They illustrated what oc-
curs if time-dependent variables are analyzed as fixed variables. They used the following helpful example (18):

Consider a hypothetic study determining prognosticators for patients who have a perforation of the sigmoid and undergo emergency hemicolectomy with colostomy. Patients who die in the first several months after the operation will never undergo closure of their colostomy. If this “baseline immeasurable time-dependent factor” (“Was colostomy closed?”) is analyzed in a survival analysis as a fixed variable, one would associate no colostomy closure with a worse survival. This association is erroneous, because death results in the colostomy not getting closed, rather than vice versa.

Van Walraven and colleagues found that “52 survival analyses were susceptible to time-dependent bias. In 35 studies, the bias affected a variable highlighted in the study abstract and correction of the bias could have qualitatively changed the study’s conclusion in over half of studies” (18). They concluded that “in medical journals, time-dependent bias is concerningly common and frequently affects key factors and the study’s conclusion” (18). Of interest, one of the analyses they “cleared” of possible time-dependent bias was Redelmeier and Singh’s (reference 32 in their survey).

Zhou and colleagues (19) use yet another name, “survival bias,” for what is essentially the same bias as the immortal time bias. (Walker [2] and Suissa [3] call it immortal time bias, and Glesby and Hoover [10] refer to it as “survivor treatment selection bias.”

The abstract of the report by Zhou and colleagues (19) reads:

The authors compared five methods of studying survival bias associated with time-to-treatment initiation in a drug effectiveness study using medical administrative databases (1996–2002) from Quebec, Canada. The first two methods illustrated how survival bias could be introduced. Three additional methods were considered to control for this bias. Methods were compared in the context of evaluating statins for secondary prevention in elderly patients post-acute myocardial infarction who initiated statins within 90 days after discharge and those who did not. Method 1 that classified patients into users and nonusers at discharge resulted in an overestimation of the benefit (38% relative risk reduction at 1 year). In method 2, following users from the time of the first prescription and nonusers from a randomly selected time between 0 and 90 days attenuated the effect toward the null (10% relative risk reduction). Method 3 controlled for survival bias by following patients from the end of the 90-day time window; however, it suffered a major loss of statistical efficiency and precision. Method 4 matched prescription time distribution between users and nonusers at cohort entry. Method 5 used a time-dependent variable for treatment initiation. Methods 4 and 5 better controlled for survival bias and yielded similar results, suggesting a 20% risk reduction of recurrent myocardial infarction or death events.

Reanalysis of Survival of Oscar Winners

TO THE EDITOR: In this issue, Sylvestre and colleagues (1) correctly comment that survival statistics are fallible. The primary analysis in our study (2) was based on the Kaplan–Meier method because life expectancy is the preferred metric in medical decision analysis (3). Our article also provided 40 other secondary analyses to explore different models because no one statistic is ideal. Sylvestre and colleagues argue that the multivariate-adjusted Cox proportional hazards model with a time-varying step function is preferred over our primary analysis approach, do not discuss the limitations of such models, and intimate that other models give an unfair advantage. This position disagrees with us and with other reviews involving our work (4, 5).

We agree that time-varying functions are valuable for addressing a change in status from winning. One drawback with such models can be in assuming the same hazard for all winners following the first win; for example, Jodie Foster (who first won at age 25 years) and Judi Dench (who first won at age 62 years) are assigned identical hazards from age 63 years until death. However, we found that earlier wins were associated with greater advantages, contrary to this assumption. Adding fixed covariates that additionally model age (linear or quadratic) is no simple solution because the likelihood of winning is no simple function of age. The models also have limited power on small data sets, assume no unmeasured heterogeneity, and rarely capture complex trajectories (for example, multiple films, nominations, for example, contrary to estimates of a large immortalization bias, observed multiple findings suggesting this bias was not large in our cohort, and estimated the hidden confounding that would need to be postulated. We found no survival advantage when we compared individuals with many nominations and individuals with no nominations, for example, contrary to estimates of a large immortality bias. Moreover, we presumed that individuals not reported dead were alive, which is a different type of immortality bias that causes almost all of our analyses and Sylvestre and colleagues’ analyses to underestimate survival differences.

Donald A. Redelmeier, MD
Sheldon M. Singh, MD
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario M4N 3M5, Canada
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EDITORS’ NOTE: The debate between Sylvestre and colleagues (1) and Redelmeier and Singh shows both the value and limitations of prepublication peer review and underscores the importance of review after publication. The original paper by Redelmeier on the survival of Oscar winners (2) underwent close in-house scrutiny and external methodologic review, which resulted in several new analyses, including the “time-varying covariate” model we discuss here. Because the editors felt that the methodologic issues were subtle, we also took what was at that time a somewhat unusual step to facilitate postpublication review. As a condition of publication, we required the authors to make the data set available to interested researchers. Unfortunately, various complications prevented its prompt dissemination, and it has taken almost 5 years for someone to come forward with a reanalysis of the data. We are glad to publish Sylvestre and colleagues’ reanalysis, partly because the article affords a chance to amend a widely publicized result, but more so because the analytic methods at issue apply to many health care research questions.

The main purpose of this letter is to help the technically less sophisticated reader to understand the issues under discussion. The central issue is how best to analyze a sudden change in risk due to some life event (becoming ill, starting a high-risk behavior, or starting a treatment). In this case, the event is a salutary one: winning an important prize. The question is exactly when to “start the clock” in assessing whether the prize changes the winner’s subsequent risk profile, and how to do that analytically. Redelmeier and Singh referred to this question in their original paper as the “time-zero” problem. Because Redelmeier and Singh matched winners and nonwinners on their age at the time the Oscar was won, their analysis appeared to start the clock at the right moment. However, their primary analysis did not maintain that matching; instead, it combined all winners into one group and all losers into another group and compared winners’ and nonwinners’ survival from birth. With this approach, winning the prize gets credit for how long the winner lived before winning the prize. This primary analysis produced a large and highly statistically significant advantage (a 3.9-year increase in life expectancy, equivalent to a 28% annual risk reduction), the outcome high-
lighted in the original paper and abstract and publicized in subse-
quent media reports.

As Sylvestre and colleagues make clear, the optimal methods of
analysis involve starting the clock at the moment of winning the
prize. In their 2001 paper, Redelmeier and Singh presented a num-
ber of secondary analyses that started the clock at different moments,
including a Cox survival analysis in which the risk for subsequent
death for winners and nonwinners could change at the instant of
winning an Oscar. With this form of analysis, the putative risk mod-
ifier—in this case, winning the prize—would have no effect early in
a prizewinner’s life but would have an effect after the win. Winning
the prize is, in statistical terminology, a “time-varying covariate.”
The Cox model suggested a 20% mortality risk reduction, with
borderline statistical significance, and a range of uncertainty that just
included the possibility of no survival benefit. Speaking for the An-
nals Editors, we regret that the original paper did not adequately
emphasize this more equivocal but probably more correct result.

In the preceding letter, Redelmeier and Singh report the results
of using the time-varying covariate modeling approach to analyze
their most recently compiled data set of Oscar winners (updated to
2006). This analysis yields still weaker, now statistically nonsignif-
ificant evidence that winning an Oscar prolongs life: either an 8%
survival advantage (with statistically compatible effects ranging from
as low as 14% shorter survival to as high as 26% longer survival) or
a 15% survival advantage (the uncertainty of which is compatible
with a range of 6% shorter survival to up to 31% greater survival).
The 2 estimates differ according to how the analysis handles the
nonwinners.

Sylvestre and colleagues point out that although this Cox “time-
varying” result is closer to the truth than the result that Redelmeier
and Singh reported as the primary analysis in their paper, it may not
yet be optimal, for many of the same reasons that Redelmeier and
Singh point out in their letter. Sylvestre and colleagues prefer the
conceptually simpler approach of measuring life expectancy from the
moment of winning the Oscar. This approach, outlined in their
Web-only appendix, produces a result qualitatively consistent with
the result from the time-varying model that Redelmeier and Singh
report in their letter.

The debate about whether winning an Academy Award confers
any survival advantage—and if it does, by how much—will continue
in exchanges between interested scientists. To facilitate their par-
ticipation in this discussion, we are posting on the Annals Web site the
data set (updated to March 2006) that Redelmeier and Singh have
provided and that Sylvestre and colleagues used in their analysis. The
Editors invite people who want to contribute to the discussion to
communicate their ideas as a Rapid Response letter about Sylvestre
and colleagues’ article. We hope that other members of the statistical
community will take up the challenge of determining the most ap-
propriate way to measure the effect of winning an Oscar and the
statistical uncertainty around the result. Their efforts will inform
the analysis of many similar phenomena in biomedicine.

When the dust settles, we expect that the estimated effect will be
nonsignificant, and closer to Redelmeier and Singh’s adjusted esti-
mates and to the estimate of Sylvestre and colleagues than to the
original estimate of 3.9 years (now 3.6 years, using the 2006 updated
data set). Until then, we urge everyone to observe much greater
cautions about claiming the existence of an “Oscar effect” on life
span. Granted, doing so may mean some tempering of joy among

Academy Award winners. They will get their statuette, and the at-
traction it brings, but we doubt that winning it will confer many—if
any—more years to enjoy the fruits of their enhanced celebrity.

Steven Goodman, MD, PhD
Associate Editor

Harold C. Sox, MD
Editor
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Cryptogenic Stroke and Patent Foramen Ovale

TO THE EDITOR: In their comprehensive and informative Update
(1), Drs. Holloway and Józefowicz suggest using warfarin for second-
ary prevention of stroke in patients with atrial septal defect. The
current literature has no strong evidence to support this view, and
therefore the current guidelines from the American Academy of Neu-
rology state that “the evidence is insufficient to determine whether
aspirin or warfarin is superior in preventing recurrent stroke or death
in patients with patent foramen ovale (PFO) alone” (2). However,
the American Academy of Neurology does recommend warfarin
therapy in patients with patent foramen ovale and evidence of deep
venous thrombosis (2).

The rationale for aspirin therapy in patients with patent fora-
men ovale comes from a French study of 216 patients with a cryp-
togenic stroke (3). This trial reported that the incidence of recurrent
stroke was only 2.3% after 4 years in patients who had patent fora-
men ovale alone and were taking aspirin, a value similar to the 4.2%
risk in the control group. Support for the use of aspirin also comes
from the Patent Foramen Ovale in Cryptogenic Stroke Study, which
did not demonstrate a statistical difference between the effects of
aspirin and warfarin on the risk for subsequent stroke or death
among patients with cryptogenic stroke and patent foramen ovale
(4). Although studies have favored warfarin over aspirin for second-
ary prevention of stroke in patients with patent foramen ovale and
atrial septal defect, they included small numbers of patients, had
limited statistical power, and were unblinded and retrospective (5).
On the basis of currently available evidence, the American College of
Chest Physicians also recommends aspirin over no therapy or warfa-
rin therapy in patients with patent foramen ovale (6).

Ashok K. Malani, MD
Husam Ammar, MD
Heartland Regional Medical Center
St. Joseph, MO 64506
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Background: Social status is an important predictor of poor health. Most studies of this issue have focused on the lower echelons of society.

Objective: To determine whether the increase in status from winning an academy award is associated with long-term mortality among actors and actresses.

Design: Retrospective cohort analysis.

Setting: Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Participants: All actors and actresses ever nominated for an academy award in a leading or a supporting role were identified (n = 762). For each, another cast member of the same sex who was in the same film and was born in the same era was identified (n = 887).

Measurements: Life expectancy and all-cause mortality rates.

Results: All 1649 performers were analyzed; the median duration of follow-up time from birth was 66 years, and 772 deaths occurred (primarily from ischemic heart disease and malignant disease). Life expectancy was 3.9 years longer for Academy Award winners than for other, less recognized performers (79.7 vs. 75.8 years; P = 0.003). This difference was equal to a 28% relative reduction in death rates (95% CI, 10% to 42%). Adjustment for birth year, sex, and ethnicity yielded similar results, as did adjustments for birth country, possible name change, age at release of first film, and total films in career. Additional wins were associated with a 22% relative reduction in death rates (CI, 5% to 35%), whereas additional films and additional nominations were not associated with a significant reduction in death rates.

Conclusion: The association of high status with increased longevity that prevails in the public also extends to celebrities, contributes to a large survival advantage, and is partially explained by factors related to success.


For author affiliations, current addresses, and contributions, see end of text.

See editorial comment on pp 1001-1003.
Board of Governors to those with movie distinctions, currently totals about 6000 persons, and has 13 branches (for example, an actors’ branch that includes about 1000 persons). The annual awards selection process is complex and is described in detail elsewhere (www.oscars.org). In brief, each December the Academy compiles a list of films that are eligible for an award; each cast member in these films is eligible to be nominated for an acting award. In January, the list is sent to all Academy members and those in the actors’ branch are invited to nominate five individuals in each of four acting categories. In February, the nominations are tallied, the top five nominations in each category are identified, and all Academy members vote for one person in each category. The Academy Award goes to the person with the most votes.

Selection of Performers

We identified every person nominated for an Academy Award for acting. To do so, we obtained a full listing of all actors and actresses, along with the film in which they performed, from the Academy. The selection interval spanned from the inception of the Academy Awards to the present (72 years). For each performer, we also identified another cast member who performed in the same film as the nominee, was the same sex, and was born in the same era. This ensured that both were alive, working, prevailing in casting calls, winning good movie roles, and eligible for a nomination. In cases where several matches were possible, we picked a same-sex cast member by formally checking dates and choosing the one whose birth date was closest to that of the nominated performer.

Example of Matching Process

For clarity, we provide an arbitrary example of this matching process to illustrate the underlying method. Kate Winslet was nominated for the leading actress award in 1997 for her performance as the character Rose DeWitt Bukater in the movie Titanic. Five other women were cast members in that film, including Suzy Amis, who performed as the character Lizzy Calvert. Kate Winslet was born in 1975, and Suzy Amis was born in 1961; these two people had a 14-year difference in age. The other four women, Kathy Bates (born in 1948), Frances Fisher (born in 1952), Jenette Goldstein (born in 1960), and Gloria Stuart (born in 1910), all had an age difference greater than 14 years compared to Kate Winslet. Hence, Suzy Amis was selected as the match for Kate Winslet in this film.

Overall Matching Process

We repeated this matching process for all years and all four categories. No performer was excluded from analysis, and no performer was dropped because of missing data. Matches were not possible in some cases; for example, in 1951, Katharine Hepburn was nominated in a movie in which no other woman appeared. Otherwise, the matching process was uncomplicated and complete. In the matching process, we did not attempt to balance ethnicity, past experience, or future accomplishment of the performers. As a consequence, the person who performed opposite the nominee could previously have achieved or subsequently achieve greater recognition. Such potential misclassification might cause analyses to underestimate the differences attributable to winning an Academy Award.

Classification of Success

Many performers were eligible for inclusion on more than one occasion; for example, Katharine Hepburn won four Academy Awards during her career. We counted each person only once by categorizing performers according to their highest achievement. The three groups were termed “winners” (those who were nominated for and won at least one Academy Award), “nominees” (those who were nominated but never won an Academy Award), and “controls” (those who were never nominated and never won). For example, Jack Nicholson was classified as a winner because he had three wins, Richard Burton was a nominee because he was nominated seven times but never won, and Lorne Greene was a control because he was never nominated. Statistical tests based on counting performances rather than performers gave more extreme results and are not shown.

Determination of Death Rates

We collected data on each person’s date of birth and death from the Internet through two databases: the All Movie Guide (www.allmovie.com) and the Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com). Each source covers more than 100 000 movies, is updated continually, and
undergoes extensive public scrutiny. Data were checked by consulting written publications, and conflicts were resolved by accepting information from printed sources over that found on the Internet (7–10). No birth dates were missing. Causes of death were sought by using the same methods and by inquiry to the National Film Information Service. In addition, we checked Internet sources that listed people who have sometimes been mistakenly rumored dead. People who were not reported dead were presumed to be alive.

Determination of Personal Characteristics
Additional data were retrieved by using methods similar to those described above, with the following exceptions. Determination of whether the person was born in the United States and whether the person had changed his or her name from the given name was made by using the All Movie Guide. Missing data were assumed to indicate the United States as the country of origin and no change in name. Ethnicity was determined by searching Internet sources and by viewing selected films. Although performers try to avoid being typecast, we classified each performer’s main film genre according to that listed first by the All Movie Guide. Similarly, although the ratings given in film reviews are debatable, the All Movie Guide five-star ratings were considered to indicate high quality.

Setting Time-Zero
Research on the natural history of any condition requires identifying people at an early and uniform point in their course. Unstable definitions of “time-zero” might otherwise lead to distorted prognoses, an error called lead-time bias (11, 12). The baseline analysis in this study set time-zero as the performer’s day of birth to conform to the accepted measure of longevity (13). Other analyses were conducted to test robustness. In the first of these, time-zero was set as the day on which each performer’s first film was released. In the second, time-zero was set as the day of each performer’s 65th birthday; therefore, all performers who died before 65 years of age were excluded. In the third analysis, time-zero was set as each performer’s 50th birthday; all performers who died before 50 years of age were therefore excluded.

Reverse Causality
Survival analysis also requires avoiding artifacts related to survivor treatment-selection bias: That is, persons who are destined to live longer have more opportunity to gain special treatments, thereby potentially creating an illusory link between special treatments and longer survival (14–16). One way to mitigate this bias is to use time-dependent covariates in a proportional hazards model, although doing so can produce a different bias in the opposite direction (17, 18). We analyzed survival both with and without a time-dependent step function for victory. In addition, we analyzed survival after adjusting for total films and total nominations in a person’s career to see whether winning an Academy Award was distinct from other exposures that can accumulate over time.

Unmeasured Confounding
We used three strategies to test whether the survival associated with winning an Academy Award might be due to hidden confounding. First, we conducted analyses both with and without adjustments for baseline characteristics, on the rationale that if partial control based on available factors yielded only a small difference in estimates, then perfect control based on ideal factors would be less likely to yield a large difference in estimates. Second, we repeated all analyses by comparing winners with nominees and tested whether the survival difference persisted, on the rationale that nominees were intermediate between winners and controls in talent or other unknown factors. Third, we examined dose–response gradients by assessing survival in performers with multiple wins.

Statistical Analysis
The primary analysis compared mortality in Academy Award winners and controls. Survival was plotted by using the Kaplan–Meier method, life expectancy was estimated as the area under the curve, and comparisons were done by using the log-rank test. Regression analyses used the Cox proportional hazards model to adjust for birth year, sex, ethnicity (white or nonwhite), birth country (United States or other), name change (yes or no), age at release of first film, and total films in career. Continuous covariates were coded as linear terms (models with quadratic and cubic terms yielded similar results.
and are not reported). The proportionality assumption was checked by inspection of log–log plots. Tests were done by using StatView software, version 5.0 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary North Carolina), and SAS software, version 6.12 (SAS Institute, Inc.). All P values were two-tailed, and those less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Our data file is available on the Web site of the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (www.ices.on.ca).

Role of Funding Sources
The funding sources had no role in the design, conduct, or reporting of this study.

RESULTS
Overall, 1649 performers were nominated for an Academy Award or appeared opposite the nominated performer. The baseline characteristics of winners, nominees, and controls were similar (Table 1). In particular, the three groups did not differ greatly in birth year, sex, ethnicity, or country of birth, aside from a trend that nominees were born somewhat more recently than winners or controls. Fewer controls were listed as having a different name at birth, a finding perhaps related to lesser monitoring of this group. The median age at release of first film was 26 years, and almost all performers (98%) had started appearing in films by 49 years of age. The median age at first nomination was 35 years (identical for winners and nominees). Among winners, the median age at first award was 39 years, most (80%) had received an award by 49 years of age, and few (15%) had multiple wins.

Each performer’s career was assessed as the interval from their first to their most recent film credit (through the year 2000). On average, winners were in more total films than were nominees (58.9 vs. 47.4; P < 0.001). In contrast, nominees and controls had a similar number of total films (47.4 vs. 45.5; P > 0.2). Analyses of only films rated four stars or more revealed a similar pattern. For each group, the average performer was in about 1.5 films per year during their career. The most common film genre in each group was “drama,” and this was more frequent among winners than controls (82% vs. 72%; P = 0.003). Most winners and nominees received a first nomination within two decades of their first film (83% vs. 83%; P > 0.2). Among winners, information on level of education was available for 119 performers; half (61 of 119) had only a high school education (excluding honorary degrees).

A total of 772 performers had died by 28 March 2000 (median follow-up, 66 years from birth). A specific cause of death was listed for 556 performers and was not listed for 216 performers (Table 2). No major imbalances were seen among the three groups in identified causes of death. Ischemic heart disease was the most common cause of death and accounted for 23% of deaths overall (177 of 772 deaths). Injuries and poisoning occurred at all ages and accounted for 6% of the

### Table 1. Baseline Characteristics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Winners (n = 235)</th>
<th>Nominees (n = 527)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 887)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before 1900</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900–1919</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–1939</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940–1959</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960–1979</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–1999</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White ethnicity</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth in the United States</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in birth name</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at making of first film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 y</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–19 y</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–29 y</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39 y</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–49 y</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50 y</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data may not add to 100% because of rounding.

### Table 2. Causes of Death

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of Death</th>
<th>Winners</th>
<th>Nominees</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic heart disease</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant disease</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic lung disease</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute pneumonia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver failure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney failure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary neurologic disorder</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury or poisoning</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other specified cause</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified cause</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes partial data (for example, “died of natural causes”).
deaths overall (47 of 772 deaths). Of the 42 deaths from miscellaneous causes, 15 were due to postoperative complications and 8 were due to AIDS. Overall, almost all deaths (714 of 772) occurred after 50 years of age, and very few deaths (13 of 772) occurred within a decade of the performer’s first film. Twenty performers were older than 90 years of age and were still alive at follow-up.

Survival was better among winners than among controls (Figure). The overall difference in life expectancy was 3.9 years (79.7 vs. 75.8 years; \( P = 0.003 \)). The difference was similar for men and women (3.8 vs. 4.1 years; \( P > 0.2 \)) but was greater for performers born in or after 1910 than for those born before or in 1909 (4.1 vs. 1.7 years; \( P = 0.015 \)). The difference in life expectancy between winners and controls was 5.9 years (53.2 vs. 47.3 years; \( P < 0.001 \)) in analyses based on survival after release of the first film, 2.5 years (83.0 vs. 80.5 years; \( P = 0.018 \)) in analyses that excluded performers who died before 65 years of age, and 2.3 years (79.4 vs. 77.1 years; \( P = 0.028 \)) in analyses that excluded performers who died before 50 years of age.

The generally lower mortality hazard was equal to about a 28% relative reduction in death rates in winners (95% CI, 10% to 42%). Adjustment for birth year, sex, and ethnicity yielded similar results (Table 3). Accounting for birth country, name change, age at release of first film, and total films in career also made no large difference. Excluding performers who died before 50 years of age and those who won an award after 50 years of age yielded a relative reduction of 25% (CI, 2% to 42%), which decreased to 18% (CI, −7% to 37%) after adjustment for birth year, sex, and ethnicity. Analyses using time-dependent covariates, in which winners were counted as controls until the time of first victory, yielded a relative reduction of 20% (CI, 0% to 35%). Analyses excluding performers with multiple wins yielded a relative reduction of 25% (CI, 5% to 40%).

Additional analyses were done to evaluate the 762 performers who received at least one Academy Award nomination. Life expectancy was better for winners than for nominees (79.7 vs. 76.1 years; \( P = 0.013 \)). This was equal to a 25% relative reduction in death rates (CI, 5% to 41%). Adjustment for demographic and professional factors yielded similar results, as did calculations based on time from first nomination rather than time from birth (relative reduction in death rate, 24% [CI, 3% to 40%]). Among winners and nominees, very few deaths

![Figure. Survival in Academy Award–winning actors and actresses (solid line) and controls (performers who were never nominated) (dotted line), plotted by using the Kaplan–Meier technique.](image-url)

Analysis is based on log-rank test comparing 235 winners (99 deaths) with 887 controls (452 deaths). The total numbers of performers available for analysis were 1122 at 0 years, 1056 at 40 years, 762 at 60 years, and 240 at 80 years. \( P = 0.003 \) for winners vs. controls.

### Table 3. Analysis of Death Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Relative Reduction in Mortality Rate (95% CI), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winners compared with controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic analysis</td>
<td>28 (10–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for birth year</td>
<td>27 (9–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for sex</td>
<td>27 (10–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for ethnicity</td>
<td>27 (10–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for all 3 demographic factors</td>
<td>26 (8–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for birth country</td>
<td>27 (10–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for possible name change</td>
<td>27 (8–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for age at first film</td>
<td>26 (7–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for total films in career</td>
<td>27 (9–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for all 4 professional factors</td>
<td>25 (5–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for all 7 factors</td>
<td>23 (2–38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winners compared with nominees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic analysis</td>
<td>25 (5–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for birth year</td>
<td>24 (4–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for sex</td>
<td>27 (7–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for ethnicity</td>
<td>25 (5–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for all 3 demographic factors</td>
<td>26 (6–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for birth country</td>
<td>26 (6–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for possible name change</td>
<td>26 (6–42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for age at first film</td>
<td>25 (5–41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for total films in career</td>
<td>23 (2–39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for all 4 professional factors</td>
<td>24 (3–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted for all 7 factors</td>
<td>22 (0–38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Proportional hazards analysis.
Survival in Academy Award–Winning Actors and Actresses

We found that winning an Academy Award was associated with a large gain in life expectancy for actors and actresses. The apparent survival advantage amounted to about 4 extra years of life (CI, 1.6 to 6.2 years), could not be explained by simple birth demographics, and was evident even though victory predated death by about four decades. Survival among performers who were nominated but did not win was about the same as that among performers with no nominations. Survival among performers with many nominations was no better than among those with single nominations, unless more nominations generated more wins. Our observations were not easily attributed to occupation, income, talent, random chance, measurement error, or reverse causality. Instead, the results suggest that success confers a survival advantage.

Several explanations might account for the increased survival of Academy Award–winning actors and actresses. Movie stars are often subjected to a personal scrutiny that far exceeds their dramatic achievements. They often need to preserve their image by continually avoiding disgraceful behaviors and maintaining exemplary conduct. They may be surrounded by managers and others who are invested in the person’s reputation and can enforce high standards of behavior. They have personal chefs, trainers, nannies, or other staff that make it easy to follow the ideals of lifestyle. Furthermore, a movie star may have more control, ability to avoid stress, self-efficacy, resources, admirers, motivation, and access to special privileges than others in society. The full mechanism of the apparent survival benefit among successful actors and actresses is not known. Untangling the explanations is further complicated because some stars also engage in superstitious and deleterious behaviors.

Causal inferences should take into account possible confounding. Factors might develop before, persist for decades after, and be unaltered by the other effects of winning. These as-yet unidentified factors contribute to both victory and longevity but not to nomination. Such factors are equally important in men and women, are more intense in recent eras, and are unrelated to total films in a career. They predict who will win an Academy Award, will not change with repeated nominations, and do not differ for those in supporting rather than leading roles. Ambition, resilience, time preference, social support, work stress, environmental pollutants, or childhood experience (all of which have been suggested to play a role in survival) do not easily satisfy these conditions, but such factors are not impossible. A factor that was present in 80% of winners and 20% of controls...
would explain our findings if it created a 6.5-year survival difference.

Our study had two main limitations. First, information on many personal details, such as level of education, is not available for all performers. More biographical work is needed, especially because such factors as smoking and alcohol intake account for only a modest proportion of the social inequities in population mortality (19). Biographical work needs to include more performers than just extraordinary ones, because omitting performers with three or four Academy Awards still showed a 27% difference in survival (CI, 10% to 42%). Second, for some people the sting of defeat is more intense than the joy of victory (20). However, this asymmetry is unlikely to be the only explanatory factor, given that the average lifespan of controls was still much higher than that of the general U.S. adult population during the interval (21). Indeed, the results are surprising because performers sometimes understate their age, which would cause our data to underestimate their survival.

Winning an Academy Award can increase a performer’s stature and may add to their longevity. The absolute difference in life expectancy is about equal to the societal consequence of curing all cancers in all people for all time (22, 23). Moreover, movie stars who have won multiple Academy Awards have a survival advantage of 6.0 years (CI, 0.7 to 11.3 years) over performers with multiple films but no victories. Formal education is not the only way to improve health, and strict poverty is not the only way to worsen health. The main implication is that higher status may be linked to lower mortality rates even at very impressive levels of achievement.
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There is plenty of pain that arises from within; this woman with a tumour growing in her neck, plain to feel it under experienced fingers, and then the usual weekly procession of pensioners hobbled by arthritis.

But the pain that comes from without—the violation of the flesh, a child is burned by an overturned pot of boiling water, or a knife is thrust. A bullet. This piercing of the flesh, the force, ram of a bullet deep into it, steel alloy that breaks bone as if shattering a teacup—she is not a surgeon but in this violent city she has watched those nuggets delved for and prised out on operating tables, they retain the streamline shape of velocity itself, there is no element in the human body that can withstand, even dent, a bullet—those who survive recall the pain differently but on all accounts agree: an assault. The pain is the product of the self: somewhere, a mystery medical science cannot explain, the self is responsible. But this—the bullet: the pure assault of pain.

The purpose of the doctor’s life is to defend the body against the violence of pain. She stands on the other side of the divide from those who cause it. The divide of the ultimate, between life and death.